
WF18B9600KV/SA

• 4.5 Star energy

• 4 Star water 

• Bespoke Design

• AI Bubble Wash

• Auto Open Door

• Colour: Black

• Dimensions: 
(W) 686 mm  
(H) 984 mm 
(D) 850 mm

AI Bubble Wash
Enjoy more effective washing of clothes and bedding. AI 
BubbleWash™* detects the fabric type and improves soil 
removal by 24%**, washes effectively in cool water, saving 
up to 70% energy**, and provides 45.5% better fabric care.*** 
It even washes thin blankets faster, while saving of water.****

AI BUBBLE WASH AUTO OPEN DOOR AI WASH BESPOKE DESIGN

Auto Open Door
Avoid the frustration of having to wash clothes again because 
they smell unpleasant if they are not taken out of the washer 
immediately. When a wash cycle ends, Auto Open Door 
automatically opens the door to let humid air escape. So your 
laundry won’t develop a musty odour in damp conditions.

BESPOKE Design
Enhance your home with a sleek, premium look. The simple and 
flat design blends harmoniously with any modern interior space 
and will fit with other appliances and kitchen furniture. You also 
have the flexibility to install your washer and dryer together 
either horizontally or vertically.*

*AI BubbleWash is only activated when specific courses are selected, including Cotton, Synthetics, AI Bedding and AI Wash. **Tested in accordance with IEC 60456-2010 / 4kg Wash Load / Super Eco Wash cold 
(WF80F5E5U4W) vs. Cotton 40°C without Ecobubble (WF0702WKU). Individual results may vary.  ***Based on the Performance Lab Test report by Springboard Engineering on EMPA strips, comparing a normal 
detergent solution and bubble technology without mechanical action, tested on polyester fabric. Individual results may vary. ****Based on internal testing, IEC bed sheet 275±15g, on the WF25B9600xx using the 
AI Bedding course vs. the WF24A9500xx using a normal bedding course. Result:  reduced the washing time by 25 minutes and the water consumption by up to 30L. The load includes dry blankets and is under 4kg. 
Actual results may vary depending on individual use. *Available on Android and iOS devices. A Wi-Fi connection and a Samsung account are required. *Based on an AI-created algorithm. Actual results may vary 
depending on individual use. **AI Wash holds detergent for up to 1 month’s washing, based on the average of 4 loads per week. May vary depending on the washing load and settings. *Stacking Kit is sold separately 
as an accessory.

AI Wash
Wash clothes thoroughly*, but gently with less waste and 
effort.** AI Wash uses advanced sensing to detect the weight 
and softness of the fabric and continually monitor the level of 
soiling. It then intelligently optimises the water and detergent 
and the soaking, rinsing and spinning times.

18kg BESPOKE Washing Machine with AI BubbleWash™ (WF18B9600KV/SA)

18kg BESPOKE Washing Machine with AI BubbleWash™


